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We report the structural, magnetic and electric properties of epitaxial Ba-doped BiFeO3 (BBFO),
i.e., Bi0.75 Ba0.25 FeO3−δ , thin films grown on SrRuO3 /SrTiO3 (001) substrates by pulse laser deposition technique. At oxygen partial pressures of 500 mTorr and a substrate temperature of 600
◦
C, pure and epitaxial BBFO thin film is grown without any Fe2 O3 and Fe3 O4 impurities. Ba2+
doping in BiFeO3 seems to induce a suppression of the antiferromagnetic spiral spin structure and
the change of Fe-O-Fe bonding angle, in addition to the creation of oxygen vacancies. Hence,
the BBFO film shows weak ferromagnetism, but a leaky dielectric behavior at room temperature.
Thermally-activated hopping is found to be the main conduction mechanism in BBFO with an
activation energy of 0.52 eV.
PACS numbers: 75.70.-i, 77.84.-s, 78.55.Hx
Keywords: Epitaxial Bi0.75 Ba0.25 FeO3−δ thin film, Weak ferromagnetism, Leaky dielectric

roelectricity of BFO, originating from the Bi 6s lone pair,
could be retained in divalent doped BFO due to its having the same R3c space group [8,9]. However, reported
electrical hysteresis loops have not shown the typical ferroelectric loop, but rather a leaky behavior.
Although these intriguing magnetic and electrical
properties have been reported in divalent-ion- doped
BFO, most of the experiments were performed on bulks
and polycrystalline thin films [8–11], in which many defects/impurities and grain-boundaries may exist. In this
paper, we report the magnetic and electric properties of
epitaxial Ba-doped BFO thin films and discuss the role
of the divalent ion in modifying the magnetic and electric
properties of BFO.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last several years, BiFeO3 (BFO) has attracted much attention due to its possible application
of magnetoelectric coupling, such as the reversal of the
electric polarization through the applied magnetic field
[1,2]. At room temperature, BFO has a rhombohedrally
distorted perovskite structure with the R3c space group
and spiral antiferromagnetism as well as ferroelectricity
[3,4]. To modify the spiral antiferromagnetic spin structure and to reduce the leakage current of BFO, extensive studies have been carried out [5–7]. For example,
Wang et al. reported an enhanced remnant electric polarization and coercive field in epitaxial BFO thin films
[5]. Enhancements of the magnetization have also been
reported in rare-earth doped BFO samples, in which a
strong contribution from the magnetic moments of rareearth ions to the net magnetization takes place [6].
On the other hand, there have been several reports
on modifications of the magnetic and electric properties
of BFO through the divalent ions doping, such as Ca2+ ,
Sr2+ , and Ba2+ for Bi3+ . It has been suggested that
doping-induced oxygen vacancies and/or mixed Fe valences could suppress the spiral spin configuration; hence
weak ferromagnetism could appear [8–11]. A strong correlation between the ionic radius and the spontaneous
magnetization has been reported, i.e., ferromagnetism
in Ba2+ -doped BFO and antiferromagnetism in Ca2+ doped BFO [8]. It has also been suggested that the fer∗ E-mail:

II. EXPERIMENTS
Epitaxial Bi0.75 Ba0.25 FeO3−δ (BBFO) thin films were
grown on SrRuO3 (SRO) coated SrTiO3 (STO) (001)
substrates by pulsed laser deposition technique [12,13]. A
Q-switched 4ω Nd:YAG laser (266 nm, 6 ns pulse width,
5 Hz) was focused onto a 10% Bi-rich BBFO ceramic
target at a fixed 2 J/cm2 fluence. For the deposition, we
scanned the substrate temperature (TS ) from 550 to 750
◦
C, and obtained the optimal condition as TS = 600 ◦ C.
Since the magnetic and electric properties of BFO based
thin films strongly depend on the oxygen contents, we
systematically scanned the oxygen partial pressure (P o2 )
for every 100 mTorr, i.e., from 100 to 500 mTorr. Hereafter, we call the BBFO thin films grown under different
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Fig. 2. (a) Cross-sectional FE-SEM image and (b) AFM
image of a BBFO (500 mTorr) thin film for a (500 × 500)
nm2 scan area.

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of BBFO thin films. In the inset,
we show the change of c-axis lattice constant with P o2 .

P o2 as BBFO (P o2 ).
The crystalline quality of the films was investigated
by high resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) using
Cu Kα radiation. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
used to study the surface morphology and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) was used
to calculate the thickness of the films. Leakage current
density (J − E curve) and ferroelectric hysteresis loops
(P − E loop) were measured by using a Keithley 236
source measure unit and a Sawyer-Tower circuit, respectively. The complex dielectric constant (=ε1 + iε2 ) and
impedance (=Z1 + iZ2 ) were obtained by an LCR meter
in the frequency range of 20 Hz ∼ 1 MHz. For these
measurements, a Pt top-electrode with an area of 1 ×
10−2 mm2 was deposited by dc sputtering to fabricate
a vertical capacitor. A vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) option in a physical property measurement system (PPMS) was used to measure the magnetic hysteresis loops with an applied magnetic field parallel to the
plane of the films. All the measurements were performed
at room temperature, except for the complex impedance
measurement.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the BBFO thin
films grown on SRO coated STO (001) substrates at TS
= 600 ◦ C with varying P o2 . Clearly, all the films show
only the (00l) diffraction peaks of BBFO, SRO and STO.
However, for the films grown at P o2 less than 400 mTorr,
impurity peaks such as Fe2 O3 and/or Fe3 O4 were observed. The BBFO (100 mTorr) film shows a dominant
Fe3 O4 impurity peak while the BBFO (400 mTorr) shows

a dominant Fe2 O3 impurity peak. It is worth noting that
with increasing P o2 , the Fe3 O4 peak merged into the
Fe2 O3 , peak probably through the oxidation of Fe ion.
On the other hand, the BBFO (500 mTorr) film shows no
sign of such impurity peaks. [We do not find any Bi2 O3
impurity peaks for all P o2 (not shown).] These results
suggest that the presence of large oxygen vacancies at
low P o2 should be the main origin of the Fe2 O3 and
Fe3 O4 impurity peaks in BBFO thin films, as similarly
discussed in BFO [14].
The position of the (002) peak of BBFO is systematically shifted towards higher angle, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1. Based on the (002) peak of BBFO, we estimate the c-axis lattice constant and notice the decrease
of c-axis lattice constant with increase of P o2 , for example, 4.09 Å for BBFO (100 mTorr) and 4.01 Å for BBFO
(500 mTorr). [The linear dependence of the c-axis lattice
constant with P o2 suggests a systematic change of the
oxygen vacancies in BBFO thin films.] The c-axis lattice
constant of BBFO (500 mTorr) thin film is slightly larger
than that of BFO film deposited on the same substrate,
which is probably due to the larger ionic radius of Ba2+
(1.36 Å) than that of Bi3+ (1.17 Å).
Figure 2(a) shows the cross-section FE-SEM image of
BBFO (500 mTorr). The dense BBFO and SRO layers
are clearly seen on top of STO. The thicknesses of BBFO
and SRO are estimated to be 500 nm and 140 nm, respectively. In Fig. 2(b), we show the AFM image of
BBFO (500 mTorr) for a 500 × 500 nm2 scanning area.
The surface of the film is very smooth and uniform, with
an average roughness of 2 nm.
The magnetic property of BBFO (500 mTorr) thin
film was carefully measured by applying the magnetic
field parallel to the film’s surface. Since the SRO itself is a ferromagnet at temperatures below 150 K and a
paramagnet at room temperature [15], we corrected the
obtained magnetization data for BBFO (500 mTorr) by
subtracting the magnetization data for SRO/STO (001)
at the same geometry. Fig. 3 shows the magnetization
versus applied magnetic field (M −H) hysteresis loop for
BBFO (500 mTorr) film at room temperature. The film
shows a weak ferromagnetic unsaturated hysteresis loop
and the value of remnant magnetization is estimated to
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Fig. 3. M − Hhysteresis loop of a BBFO (500 mTorr) thin
film. The magnetic field is applied parallel to the plane of
the film, i.e., H⊥[001].

Fig. 4. Frequency dependences of ε1 (solid circles) and
tanδ (open circles) for a BBFO (500 mTorr) thin film. The
inset shows the J − Echaracteristics of the same sample.

be 2.25 emu/cm3 , which corresponds to 0.0125 µB /Fe,
and a coercive field of 335 Oe. The value of the remnant
magnetization and the coercive field of BBFO film are
somewhat smaller than the values reported for BBFO
bulk samples [9]. [Recently, we observed that the remnant magnetization and the coercive field strongly depended on the oxygen annealing in BBFO bulks due to
a small amount of Fe2 O3 /Fe3 O4 impurities [16].]
Undoped BFO does not possess any spontaneous magnetic moment, since it has an antiferromagnetic and spiral spin configuration at room temperature. In Ba-doped
BFO thin films, three ingredients can induce a weak ferromagnetism. First, it has been well-known that oxygen
vacancies are formed, instead of mixed Fe valency, when
divalent ions are doped in BFO [17]. Such oxygen vacancies could suppress the spatially-modulated spiral spin
configuration in BFO and might allow the appearance
of weak magnetism [18]. Second, the larger ionic radius
of Ba2+ (1.36 Å) than that of Bi3+ (1.17 Å) will affect
the bonding angle of Fe-O-Fe and may allow the canting of antiferromagnetic sub-lattices, hence weak magnetism. Third, the compressive strain in BBFO due to
the SRO/STO substrate might affect the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and, hence the magnetism of BBFO.
To uncover the dominant role for the weak ferromagnetism, more intensive study is highly required for BBFO
thin films.
Figure 4 shows the frequency dependent real part of
the dielectric constant ε1 (solid circles) and dielectric loss
tanδ = ε2 /ε1 (open circles) for BBFO (500 mTorr). Both
ε1 and tanδ show a strong frequency dependence in the
low frequency region (102 ∼ 103 Hz), and a rather weak
frequency dependence in the high frequency region (103
∼ 106 Hz). In the inset of Fig. 4, we show the leakage
current density versus electric field (J −E) characteristics
for BBFO (500 mTorr). The value of the current density

Fig. 5. The complex impedance spectra at selected temperatures for a BBFO (500 mTorr) thin film. In the inset,
lnσ versus 1000/T plot is shown.

is estimated to be 10−3 A/cm2 for BBFO (500 mTorr) at
20 kV/cm. [The J − E curves are asymmetric, probably
due to the different top and bottom electrodes.] Compared with BFO thin film with the same top and bottom
electrodes [19], the leakage current density is very high
and the dielectric constant shows strong frequency dependences for BBFO, probably due to the formation of
charge carriers.
To get further insight into the conduction mechanism
for BBFO (500 mTorr), we performed the temperature
dependent complex impedance measurement. Fig. 5
shows the complex impedance plot (Z2 vs. Z1 ) at selected temperatures. For each temperature, we notice
that the spectra show just one semicircle and roughly
follow the Debye-type relaxation model [20]. From an
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extrapolation of Debye model for each impedance plot,
we obtain the resistance value based on the intercept
of each semicircle with the real axis. In the inset of
Fig. 5, we show the temperature dependent conductivity for BBFO (500 mTorr). The experimental data is
well-fitted by the thermal-activation model (dashed line)
with the activation energy of 0.52 eV. These results imply
that thermally-activated hopping of electrons between
oxygen-vacancy induced traps should occur in BBFO.

IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we report the structural, magnetic and
electric properties of epitaxial Ba-doped BiFeO3 thin
films grown on top of SrRuO3 /SrTiO3 (001) substrates
by pulsed laser deposition. At low oxygen partial pressure (≤400 mTorr), the magnetic impurity phases such as
Fe2 O3 and Fe3 O4 are formed while at high oxygen partial pressure (500 mTorr), the magnetic impurities are
disappeared. The Ba-doped BiFeO3 thin film grown at
500 mTorr clearly shows a ferromagnetic hysteresis loop,
probably due to the oxygen-vacancy induced suppression
of the spiral spins structure and/or to the ion-radius difference induced change in Fe-O-Fe bonding angle. Conversely, the film does not show the saturated ferroelectric
loop due to the high leakage current density. This result
implies that the proper choice of divalent ion and oxygen
vacancy content are crucial for the realization of multiferroic in divalent doped BiFeO3 samples.
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